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PREFACE
The idea for this thesis grew out of my interest in the develop
ment of a greater appreciation of the nature of a mathematical system and
the meaning of the mathematical proof used therein.
This thesis is intended to acquaint the reader with the basic
facts of a mathematical system of great importance. It seems that one
cannot have any real understanding of what mathematics is about, what its
methods are, and what is meant by mathematical creativity without having
detailed experience in some technical aspect of mathematics.
Because of its beauty and intrinsic interest as well as its com
plexity, the real number system is an excellent vehicle for conveying to
the beginner the power and precision of a mathematical system.
The first chapter is a brief survey of the development of the num
ber system from the natural numbers to the rational numbers. It is assumed
that the reader is familiar with these concepts. Therefore no detail dis
cussion of the natural numbers, the integers and the rationals will be
given. However, some of the basic properties of the numbers discussed in
the chapter are used in the second and third chapters.
In the second chapter, the writer will develop the real numbers by
the Dedekind cut method. Using this method, the properties, addition,
multiplication and an order relation will be discussed. Afterwards, he
will prove two important theorems using the above methods and properties.
The third chapter contains a development of the real numbers by
the Cauchy sequence method. The properties, addition, and multiplication
will be discussed and an attempt will be made to prove a very important
theorem, using the above properties and methods, thus completing the
development of the real number system.
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We begin with a nonempty collection of objects which are called
natural numbers. We denote this collection by N. In this collection are
defined two operations and a relation. The operations are called addition
and multiplication and are symbolized by "+" and ".", respectively. The
relation is a linear ordering relation and is denoted by "£.". Thus, we
are dealing with an algebraic system (N; +, . ;^).
The system (N; +, . ;^) is nothing more than the collection of
natural numbers with the usual rules of adding and multiplying and with
the usual ordering. You should not forget this. Nevertheless, you
should use this realization only as a guide to your reasoning. We are
going to list some definitions and axioms that the system (N; +, . ;^) is
to satisfy. The first five of these axioms are Peano's postulates. Our
collection of axioms are to serve as a definition to tell what is meant
by "the natural numbers in the usual sense." However, the definitions
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of addition, multiplication and order (^) must come first.
Definition 1. (Addition) To every pair of natural numbers a, b,
we may assign in exactly one way a natural number, called
a + b (+ to be read "plus"), such that
1) a + 1 = a1 for every (a)
2) a + b1 = (a + b)1 for every a and every b
a + b is called the sume of a + b.
^■J. B. Roberts, The Real Number Systems in An Algebraic Setting,
(San Francisco, 1962), pp. 27-28.
2Ibid., p. 29.
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Definition 2. (Multiplication) To every pair of numbers a, b,
we may assign in exactly one way a natural, called a . b,
(. to be read "times"; however, the dot is usually omitted)
such that
1) a . 1 = a for every a
2) a.b=a.b+a for every a and every b
a . b is called the product of a by b.
The axioms are as follows
Axiom 1. 1 is a natural number
That is, our set is not empty; it contains an object called
1 (read one).
Axiom 2. For each a there exists exactly one natural number,
called the successor of a, which will be denoted by a1.
Thus if a = b
then a1 = b1
Axiom 3. We always have a1 f 1
That is, there exists no number whose successor is 1.
Axiom 4. If a1 » b"
then a = b
That is for any given number these exist either no number or
exactly one number whose successor is the given number.
Axiom 5. (axiom of Induction) Let there be given a set M of
natural numbers, with the following properties:
I) 1 belongs to M
II) If a belongs to M then so does a1
Then M contains all the natural numbers.
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Axiom 6. a + b, a . b are defined for all a, b (system is closed
with respect to + and .)•
Axiom 7. (a) a<a is false for all a
(b) a<b or a = b or b^a for all a, b;
(c) a<b and b^c implies a^c for all a, b, c;
(^is a linear ordering relation).
Axiom 8. (a) a + b = b + a for all a, b;
(b) a b = b a for all a, b;
(+ and . are commutative)
Axiom 9. (a) (a + b) + c = a + (b + c) for all a, b, c;
(a b) c = a (b c) for all a, b, c.
(+ and . are associative)
Axiom 10. (a) a(b+c)=ab+ac for all a, b, c.
(.is distributive over +)
Axiom 11. (a) If a^"b, there is a unique c such that a + c = b.
Axiom 12. (a) a<b=^a + c b + c for all a, b, c.
(b) a b =^ a c be for all a, b, c.
Axiom 13. 1 . a = a for all a (existence of a . identity)
In this section we will prove a theorem of the axioms and state
two theorems.
Theorem 1. Let c be a natural number. Then there is no natural
number s such that c^s^c + 1.
Proof: Suppose that for some c and s we do have c^s^c + 1.
We show this supposition to be false by deriving from it
a contradiction. From Axiom (11) there are numbers a and b
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such that
c + a = s
s + b - c + 1
Hence, using Axiom (9) (a), we have
c + (a + b) = (c + a)+b = s+b = c + l
Since ^ is a linear ordering relation we have exactly one
of
a + b 1
a + b = 1
l^a + b
But a + b^l yields, using Axiom (12)(a),
c + (a + b)<c + 1
which is in conflict with c + (a + b) = c + 1.
Similarly, 1^a + b yields
c + 1^ c + (a + b),
which is also in conflict with c+(a+b)=c+l.
Therefore, a + b = 1, and, by Axiom VI (b), a<l.
If a f 1, this contradicts the definition of 1, and if
a. - 1, this contradicts Axiom (7)(a). In any event we
have a contradiction. This completes the proof.
By the third Peano Postulate, 1 is the smallest natural number.
Theorem 1 tells us that there is no natural number between 1 and 1+1.
Since every natural number not equal to 1 + 1 must be less than 1 + 1 or
greater than 1 + 1, we must conclude that the smallest natural number in
the set N with 1 removed is 1 + 1. We denote 1 + 1 by the symbol 2. The
smallesttnumber in the set N with 1 and 2 removed is 2 + 1, denoted by the
symbol. 3.
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Continuing, we develop the string
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
such that
1 2 3 4 5
and such that no natural number appears between consecutive terms of this
string.
Theorem 1.1. (Fundamental Theorem of Mathematical Induction)
For every natural number a let P(a) be a proposition which is
either true or false. If (i) P(l) is true and (ii) whenever this propo-
ition is true for the natural number a it is true for the natural (a + 1)
or a, then P(a) is true for all natural numbers a.
Theorem 1.2. (Well Ordering Principle) Every non-empty set of
natural number contains a smallest number.
The Integers
The numbers we have constructed so far are clearly inadequate for
ny purposes. For example, if we wished, we could introduce the operation
cjf subtraction into the set of natural numbers by means of the definition
a - b is the natural number x, if there is any, such that a = b + x.
The qualification "if there is any" is essential; for, if b a,
there is no such natural number. This, unrestricted subtraction cannot
be carried out in the set of natural numbers. Hence, we can't find a
solution of the algebraic equation a + x = 0, when x is an integer.
In order to extend the scope of our system, we shall, in this
sanction, construct a new system of number, the integers. The system of
integers will admit unrestricted subtraction and contain the number zero.
of
3
Norman Hamilton and Joseph Landin, Set Theory and The Structure
Arithmetic, (Boston: 1961), pp. 132-33.
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Definition and Properties of The Integers
We wish to define the integers in such a way that not only can
subtraction (as well as addition and multiplication) be carried out for
all pairs of integers, but also so that, for example, 2 - 7, 5 - 10, etc.,
can be identified as the integers we shall eventually denote by "." To
achieve these objectives, we begin by defining a relation <%/ on N x N.
Definition 1. For all (a, b), (c, d) £ N x N, (a, b)/\/ (c, d) if
and only if a + d = c + b.
Theorem 1. r>j is an equivalence relation on N x N.
Proof: (1) For all (a, b) £ N x N it is clear that (a, b)~»
(a, b); hence ^ reflexive.
(2) For all (a, b), (c, d) gNxN, if (a, b)~»(c, d),
then a + d = c + b whence c + b = a + d and therefore
(c, d) ^(a, b). Thus *^» is symmetric.
(3) Finally, suppose that (a, b)*s^ (c, d) and (c,
(e, f). We must prove (a, b)^^ (e, f). Since (a, b)#
(c, d) we have a + d = c + b; hence, a+d + f = c+b
+ f. Also, since (c, d)<—> (e, f), we have c + f = e + d;
hence c + f + b = e + d + b. Since c+b + f = c + f + b,
we deduce a + d + f = e + d+b. By the cancellation law
for addition in N, it follows that a + f = e + b; that is,
(a, b)r>-» (e, f). q.e.d.
From set theory we know that when an equivalence relation issde-
ned on a set, it partitions the set. Hence <~» determines a partition
N x N; this partition will be denoted by "J". The elements of J one
subsets [a, b] of N x N defined by
[a, b] - J(x, y)/ (x, y
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Definition 2. The element [a, b[ in J are integers; J is the set
of integers.
Theorem 2. [a,b] = [c,d] if and only if a + d = c + b.
Definition 3. The linary operation # is the sum of integers and
the linary operation 0 is the product of integers.
(3.5) [a, b] + [e, f] - [a + e, b + f], [a, b], [e, f] E J
and
(3.6) [a, b] 9 [e, f] - [a e + b f, a f + b e], [a, b],
[e, f] E J, respectively
Theorem 3. If [a, b] = [c, d] and [e, f] - [g, h] the
(i) [a + e, b + f] = [c + g, d + h], and
(ii) [ae+bf, af + be] - [c g + d h, c h + d g]
Theorem 4. (i) [0, 0] is a "zero element" for J; namely, for all
integers [a, b], [a, b] # [0, 0] - [a, b] and [a, b] 0 [0, 0] =
[0, 0], [a, b] = [0, 0] if and only if a = b.
(ii) For all integers [a, b], if a^b, there is a unique
natural number x such that [a, b] = [x, 0].
(iii) For all integers [a, b], if a^b, there is a unique
natural number y such that [a, b] = [0, y].
Definition 4. If [a, b], [c, d] and [e, f] are integers, then
[a, b] « [c, d] * [e, f] = ([a, b] * [c, d]) « [e, f]
and
[a, b] 0 [c, d] 0 [e, f] = ([a, b] 0 [c, d]) 0 [e, f].
Theorem 5. (i) Addition and multiplication of integers are
commutative and associative; multiplication is distributive
over addition; (iii) the cancellation laws for addition and
for multiplication hold in J.
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Definition 5. [a, b] is less than [c, d] if and only if
a + d^c + b. If [a, b] is less than [c, d] we write
[a, b] <'[c, d]
[a, b] is greater than [c, d] if and only if [c, d] is less
than [a, b]. If [a, b] is greater than [c, d] we write
[a, b] >'[c, d]
^ ' and } ' are strict inequalities, [a, bj^'fc, d]
means that [a, b] ^ [c, d] or [a, b] = [c, d]. Similarly,
[a, b] ^>' [c, d] means that [a, b] >-' [c, d] or [a, b] =
[c, d]. ^^' and ^^' are weak inequalities.
Theorem 6. If [a, b], [c, d] are integers, then exactly one of
[a, b] ^ [c, d], [a, b] = [c, d] <' [a, b] holds.
Further, if [a, b] <' [c, d] and [c, d] ^ [e, f] then
[a, b] ^ [e, f].
Definition 6. If [a, b] ^' [0, 0] then [a, b] is positive; if
[a, b] ^ [0, 0] then [a, b] is negative.
We now introduce subtraction.
Theorem 8. For each integer [a, b] there is a unique integer
[a, y] such that [a, b] # [x, y] = [0, 0].
Definition 7. The integer )b, a] is the (additive) inverse of
[a, b]. It is also denoted by
- [a, b].
Definition 8. The integer [a + d, b + c] is the difference of
[a, b] and [c, d]; it is also denoted by
[a, b] - [c, d]
The process of computing a difference is subtraction.
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Theorem 9. For every pair of integers [a, b], [c, d] there is a
unique integer [x, y] such that [a, b] = [c, d] # [x, y].
[x, y] is the difference of [a, b] and [c, d].
We now state two more theorems without proof.
Theorem 11. The Principle of Mathematical Induction holds for the
set of N of non-negative integers. More precisely, if M is a
set of non-negative integers such that [0, 0]£ M and [a + 1, 0]
£ M whenever [n, 0] M, then M = N.
Theorem 12. The We11-Ordering Principle holds for the non-negative
integers; namely, every nonempty set of non-negative integers
contains a smallest integer.
In this algebraic system (J; #, 0, /'), the algebraic equations of
he forms a x = b are not solvable. Therefore, we must make our system g
;rown into a larger one in which equations such as a x = b are always
olvable.
The Rational Numbers
We turn now to the construction of a system of numbers, the
ationals, in which unrestricted division except by zero, may be carried
ut. The procedure we use here parallels very closely with that used for
he constructionoof the integers. Hence, our definitions and theorems will
it into a pattern similar to that of the previous section. In particular
e shall find that the rationals contain a copy of the integers.
The Definitions and Theorems are as follows:
Definition 1. Jo = J - / Of
Definition 2. If (a, b), (c, d) J x Jo, then (a, b) ~> (c, d)
If and only if a d = c b. An element (a, b) 6 J x Jo is a
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fraction. The left component a is the numerator. The right
component b is the denominator of the fraction.
Theorem 13. ,-v^is an equivalence relation of J x Jo. The proof of
this theorem is similar to the proof of the equivalence re
lation in the section on integers.
From set theory we know that when an equivalence relation is
lefined on a set, it partitions the set into equivalence classes. There





', y) / (C) y) £ J x Jo and (x, y) <~~> )a, t»
The elements £ € R are the equivalence classes with respect to the
Equivalence relation/--'.
Definition 4. The elements a/b £R are rational numbers. R is
the set of rational numbers. The symbol "a/b" is read "a
over b."
Theorem 4. a/b = c/d if and only if a d = c b.
Theorem 5. If a/b = c/b and e/f = g/h then
(i) a f + e b = c h + g d, and
bf dh
(ii) ae/bf-cg/gh
Definition 5. The binary operations „£. and & are sums and pro
duct, respectively, of rational numbers.
To bring the notation closer to customary usage, we write:
(5 15) -/- = a f + b e £ $■ C-R^•^J bJLf bf 'b»ftR'
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(5.16) a ® e = a_e, a, e £ R.
b f b f b f
The "+" and "." on the right sides of (5.15) and (5.16) denote sum
and product, respectively, of integers; the " J. " and "®" on the left sides
af these equations denote sum and product, respectively of rational numbers.
Theorem 6. The rational number _0 is a zero element for R; i.e.,
1
for each a/b £ Rs
b X 1 b
and 2. ® £ = £
b 1 1
Theorem 7. (i) Sum and product of rationals are commulative and
associative:
(ii) multiplication is distributive over addition;
(iii) the cancellation laws hold for addition and
multiplication.
The next theorem shows that subtraction is unrestricted in R.
Theorem 8. For every pair of rational numbers a/b, c/d there is
a unique rational number x/y such that
£ I x _ a
d -L y b
In particular, for every rational number c/d there is a uni
que rational number u/v such that
£ I u - 0;
d J. v 1
Definition 6 (a). For each c/d R the unique u/v such that
c/d _|_u/v = 0/1 is the additive inverse or negative of c/d;




Definition 6 (b). For each a/w and each c/d in R, the unique x/y
such that c/d I x/y = a/b is the difference of a/b and c/d.
It is denoted by
Sl - £
b d
Theorem 9. 1/1 is a unity element for R; i.e.,
a ® _1 - .§. C ZL
b 1 " b' fc b
Definition 7 (a). For each a/b £ R, a ^ 0, the unique u/v £r such
that a/b ® u/v = 1/1 is the reciprocal or multiplication in
verse of a/b. It is denoted by
<£) "l
b
Definition 7 (b). For each a/b and each c/d in R, a/b ^ 0/1, the
unique x/y such that a/b © x/y = c/d is the quotient of c/d by
a/b. It is denoted by
£ - £
d "S"" b
Definition 8 (a). An element a/b ^R is positive if and only if
ab^O. (b) an element a/b £R is negative if and only if
a/b f 0/1 and a/b is not positive, (c) a/b is greater than
c/d if and only if a/b - c/d is positive; we write "a/b ^c/d.
(d) a/b is less than c/d if and only if c/d is greater than
a/b. If a/b is less than c/d we write "a/d ^ c/d."
Theorem 10. a/b is positive if andonly if a/b ^0/1.
Theorem 11. (i) a/b is negative if and only if -a b is positive
(ii) a/b is negative if and only if 0/1 )> a/b (if
and only if a/b ^ 0/1).
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Theorem 12. (i) If a/b, c/d are rational numbers, then one and
only one of
ay c &. - £. £ < a
bM' b~d' d < b
holds. (Trichotomy law of S ).
Definition 9. a/b^ c/d if and only if a/b/c/d or a/b = c/d.
a/b j> c/b if and only if a/b >c/d or a/b = c/d.
Definition 10. ^, and ^ strict inequalities; „/ and ^*
are weak inequalities.
Our final task is developing R is to show that R contains a "copy"
of the integers J. The proof requires the concept of isomorphism.
Definition 10. A subset A of R is isomorphic with J if and only
if there is a one-one correspondence g between J and A such
that:
For all x, y £-J,
1. g (x + y) - g (x)_Lg (y);
2. g (x y) = g (x) ® g (y)
3. if x>y then g (x) ? g (y).
The mapping g is an isomorphism between J and A. Now let J* be
the subset of R defined by
Note that a rational number c/d is an element in J* if and
only if d/c. Indeed, if d/c. then there is an x£J such
that c = x d. Hence, c/d - x d = x, whence c/d £J*.
d 1
Conversely, if c/d Gj*, then there is a y €z such that
c/d = y/1. Therefore, c=c-l=y.d and d/c.
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The theorem we wish to prove is
Theorem 30. J* is isomorphic with J.
Proof: To prove the theorem, we exhibit an isomorphism g
between J and J*. Define g by g(a) = a, a £ J.
1
By definition, D(g) = J and R(g) = J*. Since a = b if
1 1
and only if a = b, it follows that g is a one-one corres
pondence between J and J*.
Further:
1. g (a + b) = (a + b) = a I b = g (a) I g (b), (defn on/ );
1 I"1" 1 J- X
2. g (a b) - a_b = a ® b = g (a) ® g (b), (defn) of 0;
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3. a/1 } b/1 if and only if a^b, hence g (a) ^ g (b)
if and only if a y b.
By definition 10, g is an isomorphism between J and J*.
Theorem 31. The subset N = J (x, 0) I x £ N I, of J is isomorphic
with N.
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem
30 above. The proof establishes an isomorphism f between N,




N * ( a I a £J and a > 0 ?
Thus N* is the set of non-negative elements in J*. Further,
let g' be the restriction of g to N. It is easy to see that
g' is an isomorphism between N and N*. But now one can
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verify, with very little trouble, that the composite g'f is
a one-one correspondence between N and N* such that for a,
(g'f) (a + b) - g'f) (a) J^(g'f) (b)
(g'f) (a b) = (g'f) (b) • (g'f) (b),
and
(g'f) (a)^ (g'f) (b) if and only if a^b;
it is therefore reasonable to call g'f an isomorphism between
N and N*. Hence Theorem 31. There exists an isomorphism
between N and N*.
We, now state two theorems of the rational numbers, which the
natural numbers and the integers do not satisfy.
Theorem 33. (Density of the rationals)
Let a and c be any rational numbers in R, If a^c, then there
exist b in R such that a ^b ^c.
Theorem 34. (Archimedean Law for the rational numbers)
Let a and b be positive rational numbers, then there is an
integer c such that a c ^ b.
CHAPTER II
Dedikend Cuts and the Real Number System
The rational numbers are sufficient for use in all simple appli-
ations of mathematics. For example, measurements are usually given to a
ertain number of decimal places, and any finite decimal is a rational
umber. However, from a theorectical point of view, the system of
ational numbers is entirely inadequate. The Phythagoreans made this
iscovery about 500 B. C. and were profoundly shocked by it. Consider,
or example, an isosceles right triangle whose legs are 1 unit in length,
hen, by the Pythagorean theorem, the hypotenuse has lenght J2; and from
his geometrical consideration it appears that there must exist a number
2. A critical analysis of this statement raises a number of questions,
ne of them is "What is meant by the length of a line segment?" We address
urselves to the latter question. The usual answer is that the square root
f 2 is the positive number whose square is 2; i.e. >2 is the positive
umber which when multiplied by itself gives the result 2. But the ans-
er leads immediately to another question, "What kind of number?" The
receding work has taught us that there are several kinds of numbers;
here are the natural numbers, the integers, the rational numbers. Now
ertainly there is no natural number, no integer or rational number whose
quare is 2. So, if we say that 7 2 is a number whose square is 2, we
must mean y 2 is some other kind of number. It would seem, then, that
here is some type of number system which is an extension of the rational
umber system and in which there is a number whose square is 2. In fact,
iere is such a number system, the so-called real numbers.
Since the theory of the Greeks was geometric in nature and they
Id not associate a number with the length of a segment, it is perhaps
16
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ot surprising that they did not proceed to develop the system of real
umbers as we know it. It is, however, somewhat surprising that this
ystem was not developed in a satisfactory way until the latter half of
he 19th century. Although other men made contributions to the theory,
t is usually attributed to the German mathematicians Cantor (1845-1918)
nd Dedikind (1831-1916).4
Definitions of Dedikind Cuts
In order to motivate the definitions to be given presently, we
egin with a suggestive, but not very precise, geometric description of
he concept which will play a central role in our development of the sys-
em of real numbers. Let us think of the rational numbers marked off in
he usual way as coordinates of points on a line, as susgged by the
igure below.
f | 1 1—I f ) 1
.nd let us consider the effect of cutting the line into two parts. Since
e are at present interested only in the points with rational coordinates,
e shall vaguely think of the line as consisting only of these points,
ith this understanding, let us consider, for example, it the effect of
utting the line at the point with coordinate 2, and let us designate the
eft-hand lart t>y&\ or L and the right-hand part by U. All the points
ith coordinates less than 2 are therefore ±nj\ or L, and all those points
ith coordinates greater than 2 are in U. The point with coordinate 2, at
Neal H. McCoy, Introduction to Modern Algebra, (Boston: 1961),
p. 88-90.
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hich the cut was made, could be considered to be in either L or R, or
eft out entirely for that matter. However, we shall find it convenient
o assume that it is in U. Now we are ready to define a Dedikind cut.
Definition 1. A Dedikind cut (L, U) is a subdivision of the
rational numbers into two non-empty disjoint sets L and U
such that L has no largest element and if a £l, b £ U, then
a <^b.
Every rational number r determines a unique Dedikind cut
(1, U) if L consists of all x / r and U of all x = r. Con
versely, if for a Dedikind cut (L, U), the set U has a small
est element r, we shall say that the cut (L, U) determines
the rational number r.
Since every point is now in either L or U, it is clear that
instead of describing a cut by considering both L and U, we
might describe it by specifying, sayL, and then U would be
automatically determined as the points of the line not in L.
This concept leads to another definition of a Dedikind cut.
Definition 2. A subset A of R is called Dedikind cut, or simply
a cut, if it has the following three properties:
(i) A if not the empty set, and also A f R,
(ii) If a£-A and b is an arbitrary element of R such that
b / a, then b £ A.
(iii) If a £ A, there exists cf A such that c ^ a.
As an example of a cut, let A be the set of all rational numbers
hat, in the example described above, are coordinates of points in L.
'hat is, A = la; a£R, a< 2 i . Since 1 $A and 3 fk, property (i) is
atisfied. Also property (ii) is obviously satisfied since if a^2 and
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b / a, then b / 2. Property (iii) is not quite as obvious but it follows
from the fact that if a / 2, then there exists a rational number c such
that a^c / 2. Hence, if a £ A, there exists c £ A such that c^a. Since
[all the requirements are met, A is a cut. This cut we shall catt the cut
at 2.
In like manner, if is an arbitrary rational number, the set of
all rational numbers less than is a cut, which we call the cut at r.
This cut we shall designate by "C "; that is
Cr =( a; a £ R, a ^
The cut at 2 given in the above is, in the present notation, the cut C£.
If A is a cut, it will often be convenient to designate the set
of all rational numbers which are not in A by "A". Thus for example,
Cr = /a; a£R, &7.r]
Property (iii) states that in a cut A there can be no largest rational
number. However, it may happen that there exists a smallest rational
number not in A, that is, in A1. This is certainly the case for any cut
of the form C , for obviously r is the smallest rational number in C'r.
Before we proceed with our discussion on Dedikind cuts, it is
necessary to note that the above definition of Dedikind cuts are equiva
lent.
Now it is a significant fact that there exist cuts other than
cuts at rational numbers, that is, other than those of the form Cr for
some rational number r. We shall establish this fact by exhibiting a cut
D with the property that in D1 there is no smallest rational number. The
cut D can then not be a cut at a rational number.
Let us define D to be the set of all negative rational numbers
and zero, together with all positive rational numbers as such that
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We not verify in turn the three properties, which will show that D is
indeed a cut.
(i) Evidently, l^D and 2£d.
(ii) Let a£D and b ^ a. If either a or b is zero or
negative, it is trivial that b £ D.. Suppose that
a"70 and b ^0, then b ^ a implies that b2^ ab ^ a2,
2 2
and hence b ^2 since a ^ 2. Therefore b £D, as re
quired.
(iii) Let a £ D, and again we may suppose that a^O. Since
2 2
a ^ 2, we have 2 - a ^0 and, by the Archimedean
Property of the rational numbers, there exists a posi
tive integer N such that N (2-a2)^2 a + 1. From this
inequality it follows that 2a + 1/2 - a ; moreover,
N
since N^l, we have 1^.1. Using these, we find that
"" N2 - N
(a + I)2 = a2 + 2a + JL, £a.2 + 2a + 1 /a2 + 2 - a2 - 2.
N N N — N
Hence, a + ^ is an element of D. Since a + 1^, this
N N,
third property has been established.
We have now verified all the required Properties, and therefore
D is a cut. Next we show among the rationals in D1 there is no smallest.
We have stated before that 2 is not the square of a rational number, hence
we have
D1 - /r; r£R, r ? 0, r27
Now suppose that r^D1 and let us prove that there exists a smaller ele-
ment of D. Since r ^2, the Archimedean Property of the rationals assures
us that there exists a positive integer M such that M (r ■ 2)^2 r.
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rom this inequality, it follows that 2_r y v2s2, and therefore -2_E>2 -r .
M N N M
lence we conclude that (r - 1) - r - 2 r + 1
m mm2
(r - I)2 > r2 - 2 r
M M
(r - i)2 > r2 + 2 - r2 = 2
1 5Moreover, since r^l and M ^1, we see that r - _1 ^0. We have therefore
**~ M
verified that r - 2. is an element of D1. Since r - !Vr, we have shown that
M M
given an arbitary element r of D' there exists a smaller element of D1.
Ihe cut D can therefore not be a cut at a rational number. Naturally, we
would like to associate the cut D in some way with a "number" y 2. How
this is done will be indicated later in this chapter.
Addition of Cuts
Throughout the rest of this chapter we shall let K denote the set
E all cuts of the rational numbers. Hence, A ^K is merely another way
oE stating that A is a cut. Our general program is to define operations
o : addition and multiplication on K as well as an ordering relation. Our
definition of addition, as well as the later definition of multiplication,
suggested by a consideration of cuts at rational numbers. For example,
it C? and C, are at 2 and 3, respectively, we would like to define
ac.dition such a way that C + C3 will be cut C5. However, since there
exists cuts other than those of the form Cr for r £ R, we must so formu
la te our definitions such that they will apply to arbitrary cuts. Accord-
irgly, we introduce the following definitions.
Definition. If A, B £ K, then
A + B =
Now A + B is clearly a set of rational numbers; namely, the
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set of all rational numbers of the form a + b, with a £ A
and b£B. However, for the above definition to define an
operation of addition on K, it is essential that the set A + B
be a cut, and therefore an element of K. We proceed to show
that A + B is a cut by verifying in turn the three defining
properites of a cut.
(i) Since A and B are cuts, neither is the empty set and
therefore A + B is not the empty set. Also A f R
and B f R imply that there exists a^, b^, £ R such
that a-. ,^A and b^,^B. It follows that a^ + b^^ is
greater than every element of A + B, and hence that
ax + t^fifA + B. Therefore A + B ^ R.
(ii) Suppose that a + b £A + B, with a £A and b
and c £R such that c^ a + b. Since C -
and b £B, we know that C - a gB, but then c = a +
(c - a) and therefore c & A + B.
(iii) Again, suppose that a + b £A + B, with a £A and
b£B. Since A is a cut, there exists d£A such that
d ^a. Then d + b >a + b and d + b £A + B.
We have shown that if A, Bf K, then also A + B£K, and the above
definition defines an operation of addition on the set K.
The product of Dedikind cuts may also be defined. In order to do
:his we must first distinguish between positive and negative cuts. A cut
(L, U) is called positive is 0 £ L. Since, by definition, L has no
largest number, a cut is positive if and only if L contains positive
lumbers. A cut (L, U) is negative if U contains negative numbers. The
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ddition inverse - (L, U) of the cut (L, U) is the cut with the property
X*) U) + (" (L> U)) = 9, where 9 is the cut which determines the rational
umber 0. We will also denote the cut at zero by Co.
We shall now show that CQ is the zero, that is, that A + Cn = A
or every element A of K. By C , we mean the cut at the rational number
ero, that is, C. is the set of all negative rational numbers. By
efinition 3, we know
A + CQ = Ja + r; a£A, rfcR, R <0 J
ince a + r^a and a.Ck, it follows that a + r <?A and hence A + C-CA.
onversely, if a £A, there exists a £A such that a^a and therefore
- a1 •O. Since a - a.. + (a - a..), with a1 £A and a - a^C^, it follows
hat a £A + C,,. Hence, A CA + Cq and we conclude that A + C = A. We
have therefore shown that C« plays the required role of the zero.
Multiplication of Cuts
Definition 4. If (L., IL) and (1*2, U2) are positive Dedikind cuts,
heir product (L, U) is the cut for which L is the set of all negative
numbers and all products a b, where a £ Li , b £ L~, and a ^0, b ^0.
If (L]_, Ui) and (L-, U,) are both negative, their product is the
roduct of their addition inverses.
Theorem 1. If (L, U) is a Dedikind cut, for every G?Q there is
an a £L and a b £ U such that b - a ^ £.
Proof: Since L and U are nonempty, there are rationals r
and S£U. There is a positive integer N such that s -
Consider the rational numbers
r, r + 1 (s - r), r + 2_ (s - r) S.
N N
Among the numbers in this sequence which are in L there
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is a largest r + (2,) (s-r).
N
Then r + [(j + 1)/N] (s-r)frU
But r + j + 1 (s-r) - [r + j_ (s-r)] = I (s-r)
N N N
Theorem 2. The product (L, U) of the cuts (Lls l^) and (L2, U2)
is a Dedikind cut.
Proof: It will suffice to prove the assertion for the case
where (Lj_, Ux) and (L2, U2) are both positive. Since L
contains all negative rationals, it is not empty. By the
previous theorem, there are a£L- and b £I*2 such that
a^O, b ^0 and a + 1 glL, and b + l£U2. Now a b + a + b
+ 1£U. For if ab + a + b + UL then ab+a + b + l =
2¥, where Zj'O, W^O, and ZSLp W£L2. But since 2£L,
2^a + 1 and since W£L2, W<b + 1. Hence 2 W<a b + a +
b + 1, in contradiction. Thus U is not empty.
Next we show that L has no largest element. Let 2 & L, 2>0. Then
= a b where afcLp bfL2> and a>0 b^O. But Lx has no largest element,
0 there is a WfeL, such that W/a. Now W b £L and W b >Z. If Z^w then
1 = w. k where K71. Now since Z £L, Z = a b where a6L1} b& L2. But a
k
£ Li and W = a (b) so that w£L, contrary to WfU and L/JU - 0.
ic
Order of Cuts
Before defining an order relation on K, we need to prove that the
idditive inverse exist and define what is meant by the set Kp of positive
lements of K. Therefore we proceed with the follqwing definitions.
Definition 5. If A fK, let A1 be the set of element of R that are
not in A. We then define, - A =J x; x£ R, x<- a1 for same
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Before proving that -A is a cut, let us clarify the definition by
nsidering, for example, -C,. Clearly, C' =<r; r£R, rj£2 / and 2 is
he smallest element of C'2. Since S yi implies that -S^-2, the element
f -C», according to Definition 5, are precisely those rational numbers
hich are less than -2. That is, -C2 = C^2> and ifc follows that -C2 is
.ndeed the additive inverse of C .
Now let us verify the three properties required to show that -A as
efined above, is a cut and therefore an element of K.
(i) Since A£K, A' is not the empty set, and hence -A is not
the empty set. Moreover, A is not the empty set, and
hence there exists a£A. Then ~a.ff-k since otherwise, we
would have -a^-a1 for some element a1 of A1 and this
would imply that a'/a, whereas every element of A1 is
greater than every element of A. Since -a/g-A, -A f R.
(ii) This property is obvious,
(iii) If X £-A, then X^-a1 for some element a1 or A1. Now
x/x-a' /-a', and therefore x-a'f-A. This shows that
^T 2
there is no largest element of -A. Thus completing the
proof.
Definition 6. We define the set K of positive elements of K a
P
follows:
Kp -i A; A K, A contains positive rationals >
That is, the cut A is a positive cut if A contains some posi
tive rational numbers.
It is clear from the Definition of Addition that if A, B S K ,
len A + B £K_. The corresponding property for the product is obvious,
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hich can be drawn from the definition. However, to justify calling Kp
he set of positive elements of K, we do need to prove the Trichotomy Law.
Trichotomy Law. If A £ K, exactly one of the following holds:
A = Co, A gKp> - A£Kp
t is trivial that Cq^KL and, since -CQ = Gq, that also -CQ£K . Next let
s assume that A f Cq and AfliKp, and prove that -A£Kp. Since A^K, A
ontains no positive rationals, and since A $ Cq, A does not consist of
he set of all negative rational numbers. Hence, there, exists a negative
ational number a1 not in A; that is, in A1. Since a' C^O we have a'^ a/
2
0 and therefore CV- a1/- a1. By Definition 5, we see that - ,§/£- A and
* 2 2 -
ence that -A'£k . To complete the proof, let us now assume that and show
hat A6-K-. Since Af Kp, A1 consists entirely of positive rationals, and
efinition 5. shows that all elements of -A are negative. Hence, -
and the proof is completed.
Since Cq is the zero, we shall write A^Cq to indicate that p
that is, that A is a positive cut. Similarly, A^ Co will mean that -A^Kp,
r that A is a negative cut. It should be observed that if A = Cr, the
cut at the rational number r, then AVCQ if and only if rv'O and A.^>Cq if
id only if r ^0. If A, B£K, we shall use the general notation of in-
jualities and write, for example, A^B (or B < A) to mean that A - B^Cq.
Wiat this means concerning the sets A and B will be clarified by the fol-
jwing Theorem.
Theorem 3. If A, B(rK, then A>B if and only if BCA, that is, if
and only if B is a proper subset of A.
Proof: Suppose that BCA, so that every element of B is also
an element of A and, moreover, there exists a6A such that
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a 6B1. Since a £B' and -&i ^ -a, we see that -a, £- B.
Hence, a2 -a^^ is a positive rational number in the cut A - B,
and therefore A - B£K_. This shows that A - B>>Cq or that
A^B. Conversely, suppose that A^>B or that A - B contains
the positive rational number a + r, a£A, for some b'£ B1.
Since a + r ^0 and r^-b1, we have a >-r>b' so a ei& and
therefore A f B since arA,, Moreover, for every b£B,
b^b1, we have b ^b1 and hence b^a. It follows that b£*A,
and, we therefore have B £A. The proof is therefore com
pleted.
From the above or rather previous discussion, we have obtained some
f the real numbers, as cuts of rational numbers. Therefore, we observe
hat the rational numbers are real numbers. Now we will prove two theorems
hat are vital or basic to the real numbers.
Density of the Real Numbers
Theorem 4. Between any two distinct real numbers there is a
rational number.
Proof: Let A, B£K with A^B. We wish to show that there
exists a real number of the form Cg, S£R, such that
A^CS^B. Since A {B, there exists by Theorem 3 a
rational number r such that r €B, 'r ffA, Since B is cut,
one of the defining properties of a cut assorts that in B
there is no largest rational number. Hence, there exists
S SB such that r{s and it follows that
Hence, Cs has the required property.
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Archimedean Property
Theorem 5. If A and B are positive real numbers, there exists a
positive integer N such that N A^»B.
Proof: By the preceding theorem, there exists s£R such that
Cq^Cs^A. Moreover, it is clear that there exists t £R
such that B^Ct. Now by the Archimedean Property of the
rational numbers, there exists a positive interger N Such
than N s^t or C C >Ct. It follows that
and by identifying Cn with n, we have n A^B, as we wished
to show.
CHAPTER III
Cauchy Sequences and the Real Numbers
We have seen in the previous chapter that the rational numbers are
inadequate from a theoretical point of view. However, we removed this
inadequacy by using Dedekin cuts. In this chapter, we will use the Cauchy
sequence, approach to remove the defect of the rationals.
The defect is that there are infinite sequences of rational numbers
which converge but the limit is not finite. Another defect which the
rational number system has is that not all quadratic equations with
rational coefficients have solutions, but this is not within our present
line of interest.
The decimal expansions of the rational numbers between 0 and 1 have
the following property: after a finite number of terms, the expansion be
comes a repeating one or terimenates, i.e., it has the form
.a,---anb,--bmb —bmb, —bm—
'or example:
37 = .21 142857 142857 142857 142857
175
jhere the sequence 142857 repeats ad infinitum.
This property of the rationals numbers permits us to give an
ixample of a sequence of rational numbers which converges but whose limit
oes not exist among the rationals numbers.
OfOOf
f ^9
Yflfconverges, since for every f )$ if N is large
enough so that (.l)//^f, then for every n, m ^N, we have / Yf% " ^°
notice, however, that there is no rational number r such that ys
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For if r is a rational number, the decimal expansion of r has the form
Ot • • * G#» A,'" 0J99 . - .
But it is obvious that no such decimal expansion can be the limit of the
sequence f Yn /•
For the theory of real functions, this is a serious defect which
we shall remedy by making an appropriate extension of the rational number
system. It is convenient to consider a new system whose elements are
themselves certain classes of sequences of rational numbers. With addition,
multiplication, and order defined for the new entities, they will be shown
to be a complete system of numbers. They are the real numbers.
Equivalence Classes of Fundamental Sequence
of Rational Numbers
Our treatment will be essentially self-sufficient. We define
fundamental sequences of rational numbers and prove all facts regarding
them which are needed.
A sequence jYnfof rational number is a mapping which mates a
rational number Y)j with every positive integer n. The terms in the
sequence need not all be different from each other. For example, <O,0t ---,
j ' " f and J i /},'" t yWfare sequences. A sequence is not a set
but every sequence has associated with it a set, the set of values assumed
by its terms. In the above examples, the value sets are jO/ and
t /Z'~, M"J respectively.
The main idea in our discussion is that of fundamental sequences
of rational numbers.
5Casper Goffman, Real Functions (New York: 1961), p. 31.
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Definition 1. For every rational number r, / Y I ~ f^lRif l^f "'
is called the absolute value of r.
Definition 2. A sequence VVh ( of rational numbers is fundamental
if, for every rational number £ yfa there is a positive
integer N such that if n, m ^N then /y»n -ITm/^- €'.
A fundamental sequence is also called a convergent sequence, a
regular sequence, or a Cauchy sequence.
Definition 3. In the rational number system, r is said to be a
limit of a fundamental sequence j Yn( if for every rational
number there is an N such that if n ^N then / V- ir*^ / £ C
If r is the limit of £*#%/ » we write *CS Cov*. yo ^
Proposition 1. In the rational number system, every fundamental
sequence Wfil has at most one limit.
Proof: Suppose r is a limit of fft%r. Let s^r. There is an
N such that for every n / N.
But then, for every K) y /\ft
So that s is not a limit.
We have already seen that there are fundamental sequences which
lave no limits in the set of rational numbers. Hence a fundamental
sequence of rational numbers has either one limit or no limit.
We shall define an equivalence relation for the set of fundamental
sequences of rational numbers.
Definition 4. Two fundamental sequences of rational number,
yfft i and \Sf*(> are equivalent if for every rational^ y o there is
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an integer N such that if ft f N, then
)■«., \f
We shall designate this relation by £l\, J<^/Sn?for the case where
a fundamental sequence |Y*f has a limit, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 2. If i|rft* is a fundamental sequence whose limit r
exists and if |sn | is equivalent to Cyy» C , then r is also the
limit of
Proof: Let £ "7 O. There is an H-^, such that if n
then W-Y/l/^^C. There is an N- such that if n JrN2 then
U S/> • Let N= max (Ni' N2^' For every n ^ N*
Hence r is the limit of f
Proposition 3. The equivalence relation of Definition 4 satisfies
i.
2.
3. if M~M V
Proof: Let }Yfi( (Snf^J iiAj°& fundamental sequences and the
limit of /»»? exists.
ill By definition 4 W*L~>ynj implies that Lu»n, JXn'
Hence by Proposition 2 if //V*/ ^-\-^ >»»/» t^1611 t'16 limit
r of ^J7»/ is the limit of jy«/.
Then Definition 4 is satisfied and therefore 1 is proven.
J2> Again By definition 4/|!»Wjfe/implies that the
Hence by Proposition 2, if /j^/is equivalent \Ya\ > then
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the limit of {YaJ is also the limit of ]Sfi J .
Therefore U~«> G"'&);/? Now if the limit of I&J exist
and /tifo? is equivalent to /*£»/* , then the limit of
is also the limit of \Ynf which implies that
n 'Yn)'0- Therefore \l] is satisfied.
3. By Definition 4, T,Y'/?j~^ -fSn Z and £tC»» '■^ ^~*
then /jfc/'v'/JW implies that U*** Or* ' S" J
* i J y, ^-0?
and ^£** /JO» -/»>^ = ^> ^en ^. fy>»-4 r*J
We have already established that itttL. Q^ J^T^ that is to
say yf*»f i-s equivalent to rlmf an<i the limit of fy^9J is also the
limit of £*faf • Therefore the limit of ffaj exists.
Now let fin I be equivalent to Jw'9/ then by Proposition 2, the
imit of fS»J is also the limit of {,'^'Oj . Hence if "i^j is equivalent
to {SnJ and [SnJ is equivalent to fr"/ , then (rnj^^ fenJ . BY
roposition 2, let € ^& . There is an N, such that if n >"N, then
lyynl< e/*L . There is an N2 such that if /?>//-, then Irn -I»J4.€/>
Let N =max (Nj_, N2). For every n ^> N,
Hence r is the limit of £4* / • Therefore Definition 4 is
verified.
By Chapter I, it follows that our equivalence relation separates
:he set of all fundamental sequences into disjoint classes. We shall use
ireek letters P,^*,*?*. • . to denote classes of equivalent fundamental
equences. P, f* , T* , . . will be the elements which we consider. We
efine sum and products of these elements.
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Sum of Equivalence Classes
In order to be able to define the sum of two equivalence classes
of fundamental sequences of rational numbers, we need the following two
propositions.
Proposition 4. If fY/lj and jSfli are fundamental sequences of
rational numbers, then \fflft£hlls a fundamental sequence.
Proof: Let £ *7O. Since *Y/»?is a fundamental sequence,
there is an N, such that if n, m ^ N, then / "Y«*-VV» !<■ /
Likewise, there is an N2 such that if n, m >N2 then
a/iSn ~ Sml< /a • Let N=max (N-,, N9), i.e., the
larger of the two integers N, , and N . If n, m ^ N,
then
Hence, for every GjO* there is an N such that if n, m> N
then \ CYr> + S») ~0r^ f Sm \*-G,
so that \(ntSro\ is a fundamental sequence.
Proposition 5. If \cr>J^>fTfl /and £§*jr>j|s*> 'f where £r*\£ Jr^J
jS*} ySn'?, are fundamental sequences of rational numbers,
then $rn 4 Snjrv> {&>'{-* ^n /•
Proof: Let &7q. Since Wntr^\t/*J there is an N such that
if n /» N, then Irn-r*'!*- /£.* Likewise, there is an N
such that if n ^N2 then / S n * •£« 'j^ ^/&
Let N =max (N^ N2). If n *p^N, then
/ G>+S/J -&»'+ s*0kIrn-r'» /f ls*-s.' U£*J - e
Hence, for every (£ ^TO there is an N such that if n >^N
then /CrntS^-(rV>/-S*)j^t, so that {y"n -f S«}*J fr* ' + Sn '/
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Proposition 4 and 5 allow us to define the sum of two equivalence
classes of fundamental sequences of rational numbers.
Definition 5. If P and (f* are equivalence classes of fundamental
sequences of rational numbers, & + f is the equivalence
class to which j/Vi^/Xoj belongs, where Jyjicis any element of
y and >5"m is any element of (f* .
Proposition 4 assures that * Yn + S*>J is a fundamental sequence
and Proposition 5 assures that all >yy» + 5#» ? for all permis
sible choices of $y»?and f&nf belong to the same equivalence
class.
Produce of Equivalence Classes
We again need certain simple facts about fundamental sequences.
Proposition 6. If wv)>is a fundamental sequence of rational numbers,
there is a rational number /*fypsuch that Wn)<M for every
positive integer n.
Proof: Since r)T/>Jis a fundamental sequence, there is an N
such that for every n^"N \ffl- YnU A Let M=max (/y I, 1 y- /
' ' 'i I V fi | ) + 1. For every n ^ N, \rr> / -sL_ >/).
Suppose n >• N. Since \fn-rn / ^- J-ji^^lClr^lr so tnat
IYpI^-/^in this case also.
Proposition 2: If ^rWfy fSn/are fundamental sequence of rational
numbers, then ^tfri Sj* C is a fundamental sequence.
Proof: Let £^pby proposition 6, there are rational numbers
^I^A^^feuch that/v^/^ A-'?^ and |so|z. A^i
every positive integer n. Since ty*l is a fundamental
6Ibid., p. 29.
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sequence, there is an N, such that if n, m >N then
Similarly, there is an N2 such that if n, m ^N« then
/ SO~S*r> j^ A^\. Let N=max (Nj_, N2). If n, m^-
then / r f» Sw - W> SVw /" 'V" £/» - m S
Hence for every £ ^"fjthere is an N such that if n, m > N then
/y»S»*l'M**^f Therefore, £j£»«$/»?is a fundamental sequence.
Proposition 8. If kf^}^^} and £ S<• I/^* ^Sm^ , where fi
J^j^ \^^|, I S/»'/ are fundamental sequences of rational
numbers, then {V* S/»/*v» {Vv' S n'J
Proof: Let €^o. By Proposition 10, there are rational
numbers /£^ >- ^ X^» /t£>Af^^& /t/7*f y* €> such
that / ro l< A^i* /^/i ' /^ Mf^lSnUjUfj* and
</l/5^ such that I r|< M,i|y->t^, \ Sn\<cM
for every positive integer n. Let M=max (M-^, M2, M3
Since ?rn>^Jc'nI and iSnC^ojSn1? , there are positive
integers Nj_ and N2 such that if n>N, then | rn r'n/</2M
and if N> N2 then/S^-.fo'^LerN0* max (N, N2). For every
Hence for every £->tfthere is an N such that if n 7 N then Itr
Propositions 7 and 8 allow us to define the product of equivalence
;lasses of fundamental sequences of rational numbers.
Definition 6. If p and (p are equivalence classes of fundamental
sequences of rational numbers Pf is the equivalence class to
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which A'Cnlbelongs, where jt>>&»Us any element of P and
)Sn( is any element of (f^ .
Proposition 7 assures that (VnSJiiis a fundamental sequence and
Proposition 8 assures that all/yv* 5r»Jfor all permissible choices of \Yr\\
and -fan? belong to the same equivalence class.
Order Between Equivalence Classes
The real number system is an order as well as the rational number
system. In this section, we define an order relation for equivalence
classes of fundamental sequences of rational numbers.
Proposition 9. If i/rt/and <Sf>I are fundamental sequences of
rational numbers, then either
1. frr>]~> {Snj, or
2. there is 6C/{>oa.nd arf r/ such that if n > N then
> Sn V- IC. o ^
3. there is a ^ >^and Uri fJ such that n ^ N then
Proof: Suppose that 4Y*1 is not equivalent to-\Stii. Then since
is a a^/f>osuch that for every positive integer ^£ there is
a V >-4£ such that /*V "Syr ItJLK.. On the other hand,
since (Xn) an<* (Sn) are fundamental sequences, there is
an N such that if n, m > N. Then /yn-Yiw/^ "%:« • Let
N=max (Nx, N2) Be such that /y>, -Sn /> *- *■ >
There are two possibilities: 'YhTSrt or S» > W>.
Suppose V*n -^ Sn . Then tTo "7 S« +^K- For




But b n > on *- %" , so that Tn > -*" ' «Z. '
Sn-hK If -S*/ > V>«/ it follows, in the same way, that for
every n >N, & *"> > W> ■/- ^ •
Proposition 10. If {v/»|'>->W '? and /s «?/v^ fSf')are
J • J LjLJ
fundamentals sequences of rational numbers, the same relation
in Proposition 9 holds between yY*r»*C and jSn'J as
between y*"*l and
Proof: Suppose £ W, 7^» ^Sn 1. Then /To1*?~» {»> J '^ {Sni^ {^J
so that
Suppose there is a k ,> 0 and an N-, such that if n > N,
then V* > 5n+-K Since ^YV»J*»Jrfc^and fen\~'fcn'f, there are
integers % and No such that if n > N2 then / *V» - Vt\ f^. y-
and if n > Ng then ISn'Sf*'\< ^« Hence, for every n } N2
Yn '> fp -j^- and for every n >®3>Sn ^
Let N = max (Nj^Ng) f°r every n ^"N,
Hence there is an Jj= X/j>0and an N such that for every
The proof for the third case is the same as that for the
second.
Propositions 9 and 10 allow us to define an order relation between
our elements.
Definition 7. If P and tf* are equivalence classes of fundamen
tal sequences of rational numbers, then P>d~ tf-fe* JY*
o
there is a k } 0 and an N such that if n > N then ft, >ShK
Convergence and Limit
We now show that the number system developed in the last few
8Ibid., p. 37.
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sections is free from the defect which the rational numbers have. This
requires definitions of fundamental sequence and of limit for this system.
Definition 8. A sequence {hoj, [?**]> • ' > frno n] ,
... of fundamental sequences is called a fundamental
sequence of fundamental sequences if, for every £>0there is
an N such that if k, £■ >• N then there is a (k,£) such that
if u > V (k, £) then
This definition says that for every £ > o there is an N such that
for every k, /> N the sequences r^ , r^. . r^ ... and r^, r^, ...
. . are in the following relationship to each other: there is a posi
tive integer r (k, £), which may be different for other choices of k and/*,
such that for every u > V (* £j, Jv<o - Y£u, l< *>
Proposition 11. If {vinj ^ {5,n^ fa^^j-^Jare two
sequences of fundamental sequences of rational numbers and if
I1!*}. iJQMi " ' is a fundamental sequence of fundamental se
quences of rational numbers, then ■Ts,n?J \Sj I, -.is also a
fundamental sequence of fundamental sequences of rational
numbers, then fs,n), [Sjnl •• • is also a fundamental sequences
of fundamental sequences of rational numbers.
Proof: Let £>o There is an N such that if k, 1 > N then
there is a xr&,£)such that if u^^tfc, 2) then / r^^-Yfu
But, for every m, there is a v (m) such if u>v(m) then
lyVwo-Smu./^. Jr . For every pair k, 1 of positive inte
gers, let
For every ^ *»&,£), ^h^Ae K /7^ we have
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Hence, for every £>tithere is an N such that if k, 1^ N then
there is a n (k,l) such that if u >-(n(k, 1) then
\t GJ So
is a fundamental sequence of fundamental sequences of
rational numbers.
This proposition allows us to define fundamental sequence of
equivalence classes.
Definition 9. The sequence P H% ... of equivalence classes of
fundamental sequences of rational numbers is fundamental if
every sequence <T, n \ AYU f • • • *s fundamental, where
(y* ") £ 0 rrt = 1. £L
We now introduce the definition of limit of a fundamental sequence
for the entities we are considering. First, we define the limit of a
fundamental sequence of fundamental sequences.
Definition 10. If <T»n{ fta* r • • • is a fundamental sequence of
fundamental sequences of rational numbers, a fundamental
sequence JTfJ,lis its limit if, for every £ ^O> there is an N
such that for every k > N there is a v (k) such that if
n > v(k) then \ Yn -T 1^ &•
We are now ready to prove the basic proposition.
Proposition 12. Every fundamental sequence of fundamental
sequences of rational numbers has a limit
Proof: Let {fn} , fan},'' fa*}, '' ' be a fundamental
sequence of fundamental sequences of rational numbers
Let 6 t£j "f "'fL+'-be a convergent series of
positive rational terms. There is an YL* n sucn that
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if n > n1? then (y^ r»/-'*Wilnkfe» and if m>ml» then there
is a vOn,!^) such that if V > V^rn rvijthen iy-^ ^.y
There is an y^ such that IA.^- y^, ^ | ^ ;, £
then there is a V fa, m^ Soc^ &a* ,f V > v6o,
For every positive integer p, suppose we already have /^ n
• There is an
such that Ir^p^-r^^+lOp+l/^^ s«ch that if n>-K>p-M
there is a V Gm, mp+1) such that if V > • C***i rf)p + l)
then I Yvnp+ I r ~ Yfr\<t /*C £p +" I•
We consider the sequence, and (2) that it is a limit of the
Jr I /y I A. *
sequence jjMji cU.^i''' * ' " IvW/»J '*' °^ fundamental sequences.
Proof of (1). Let ^ >#There is a positive integer p such that if
k > P, /? 0 then £^ ^ £x^-/ t" • • • £K£-l£ %■
so for every ){. > p* and K. > o , we have Ir rr>ic •*>*: ""
This shows that^/^jis a fundamental sequence.
Proof of (2). Let £>O. There is a p such that for every Zf
L
Let m ^ mp. Consider the fundamental sequence
There is an N such that if ^ V > ^ ^Aen Irrn.U. -Tm\J
There is a ^^ />/such that / V m ij -Y^iv* p r> p I < «2 ^»
For every \/ > A^^ty^ J^J we have
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This proves (2).
Proposition 13 is complimented by the following proposition.
Proposition 14. If Jt)n > , {Xt**/ ' ' " is a fundamental sequence
of fundamental sequences and Jy^ n> <-^ j S, n J, c £ln / ^ i -* "i ' '' *
then i^»«j# 7$2*i, ••• *-s a fundamental sequence of fundamental
sequences, and if |k<i( CLnJ J Sr%( are respectively
their limits, then jlTnj ~* {Sn{.
Proof: We have only to show that \Ynl~* fenl • We know that
the limits jVnJaW /^*7? are fundamental sequences of
rational numbers. By definition 4, two fundamental
sequences |Wi/d.«J Jin! are equivalent if dm CTo-SO-<
= 0, Let r be the limit of {jfnl
then by proposition 2, if f Sr*l is equivalent
to -[rrt| then r is also the limit of |Sn|. Hence the
Clw» CYr*-Sr\J =0.
Therefore ffr i*°Ti^*j an(^ tne Proposition is proven.
Definition 11. If P, , f^ , . . ., PA , ... is a fundamental
sequence of equivalence classes, the limit is the equivalence
class to which *fn\ belongs, where \Xr*\ is a limit of
] } P
We may now state the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The real number system is complete. That is to
say, every fundamental sequence Pf , P t . . ,s @ . .
of equivalence classes of fundamental sequences of
rational numbers has a limit P and the limit is unique.
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